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We study prediction problems for models where the underlying probability measure is not known. These 
problems are intimately connected with time reversal of Markov processes, and optimal predictors are 
shown to be characterized by being reverse martingales. For a class of diffusions we give a Feynman-Kac 
representation of the optimal predictor in terms of an associated complex valued diffusion and a concrete 
Wiener model is studied in detail. We also derive Cramer-Rao inequalities for the prediction error. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we study adaptive prediction problems for a class of stochastic processes 
where the underlying probability measure is not known (it may, e.g., depend on a 
number of unknown parameters). A fairly common approach to problems of this 
kind consists in feeding a parameter estimate into a standard predictor derived for 
the case when the parameter is known, and while this method in many cases is 
perfectly sensible one may argue that, from a philosophical point of view, it is rather 
ad hoc. 
An alternative approach is suggested in Johansson [lo], where it is shown that 
much of the classical theory of unbiased parameter estimation can be transferred 
to a predictive setting. The main object of the present paper is to develop these 
ideas further and in particular to study the close connection which exists between 
unbiased prediction and time reversal of Markov proceesses. 
In Sections 2-3 we present the necessary background material as well as some 
concrete models, and in Section 4 we study the ‘Basic Equation’ the solution of 
which is equivalent to a solution of our prediction problem. The basic equation is 
solved (partially) for two models and we point at the (sometimes) strange behaviour 
of the solutions. 
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Section 5 is a digression on the connection between our problems and the theory 
of extremal families. 
Section 6 is devoted to the connection between prediction and time reversal, and 
one of the central results is Theorem 6.2 which roughly says that the optimal predictor 
process is characterized by being a reverse martingale. In particular we show that 
the optimal predictor is the solution of an inverse boundary value problem for a 
certain backward operator. 
The diffusion case is studied in Section 7 where the main result is Theorem 7.3 
which, by introducing an associated complex-valued diffusion, gives a stochastic 
representation formula of Feynman-Kac type for the optimal predictor. Using this 
theory we then study a model of a Wiener process with unknown drift, for which 
we can give a fairly complete solution of the prediction problem in terms of necessary 
and sufficient conditions for existence as well as an analytical solution. 
In Section 8 we discuss the particular problems which arise in connection with 
point process models, and discuss an approximately optimal predictor. 
Sections 9-l 1 are concerned with information inequalities and we derive Cramer- 
Rao type results for the prediction error. In particular we derive analytic formulas 
for the predictive information matrix for a class of diffusions as well as for a class 
of point processes. 
2. General background 
Let (a, 9) be a measurable space carrying the following objects: 
(i) A stochastic process 
(ii) A family 9 of probability measures on (0, 52). 
The intuitive interpretation of this setup is that the process X is governed by 
some PE Y’, where P is unknown to us. We are, however, allowed to observe X 
over time, and our object is to make ‘good’ predictions of X despite the fact that 
we do not know the correct P. 
In order to make this problem a bit a more precise let us consider a fixed function 
@:Rk+[W, (2.1) 
and two points in time, t and T with 0 < t < T. 
The main problem. Find a ‘good’ predictor Z, of @(X,), based on the information 
97. Here ‘good’ is to be interpreted in terms of the mean-square loss function 
C(Z, P) = EP[{(Z - @(x,)1*1. (2.2) 
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Since the loss function C depends on P (which we do not know), the Main 
Problem is not a well posed optimization problem. However, in Johansson [lo] it 
is shown that a large part of the classical theory of unbiased parameter estimation 
can be transferred to a predictive setting, thus enabling us to study uniformly optimal 
unbiased predictors. We will now briefly recapitulate some material from [lo] which 
will be neeeded later on. 
Assumption 2.1. For all P we have 
&4{@wT))21 <co. (2.3) 
Assumption 2.2. All P E 53” are dominated by some base measure P, E SF’ on 9: for 
all t E [0, 00). 
Definition 2.3. A stochastic variable 2 is called an 97-predictor if: 
(i) ZE 3;‘. 
(ii) Ep[Z2] <Co, for all PE p. 
Definition 2.4. A predictor Z is said to be unbiased if 
Ep[Z] = EP[@(XT)], for all P E 9. (2.4) 
In order to have some data-reduction we will need a predictive version of statistical 
sufficiency (see, e.g., Takeushi and Akahira [14]). 
Definition 2.5. An Rk-valued process Y is said to be prediction sufficient for 
(0, 9, 9, X) if: 
(i) Y is sX-adapted. 
(ii) For each t E [0, CO), Y, is sufficient for 9 restricted to S;“, i.e., for each 
bounded stochastic variable Z in a:, there exists a Borel-function f on Rk such that 
Ep[Z( Y,] =f( Y,), for all PE 9. (2.5) 
(iii) For each 1, the sigma-algebras a{X,; s 6 t} and a{X,; s a t} are conditionally 
independent given Y,. 
A prediction sufficient process Y thus contains all information in 9: relevant 
for identification of P, as well as for prediction purposes. The condition (iii) above 
is of course closely related to the Markov property, and we see that if a process Y 
satisfies the conditions 
(a) for each t, X, E a{ Y,}; 
(b) Y is a (P, sx)-Markov process for each P E L??‘; 
then condition (iii) will be satisfied. This will in fact be the typical situation in the 
rest of this paper. 
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Definition 2.6. An [Wk-valued process Y is said to be complete for 9’ if, for every 
fixed Borel-function g, the condition 
E,[g( Y,)] = 0, for all P E 8, 
implies 
g( Y,) = 0, 9-as. 
(Sometimes we express this by simply saying that the model is complete.) 
Now it is easy to transfer the theorems of Rao-Blackwell and Lehmann-ScheffC 
to the prediction setting [lo]. 
Theorem 2.7 (Rao-Blackwell). Suppose that Yisprediction sujkient and suppose that 
Z is an 97-predictor of @(XT). Dejine the predictor f( Y,) by 
f( Y,) = EJZ I Yl. (2.6) 
(Note that by predictive sujjiciency the definition does not depend on P) Then f( Y,) 
is uniformly better than Z in the sense that 
Ep[{f( Y,) - @(X,)}2] s E&Z - @(X,)}‘], for all PE 9. 0 (2.7) 
Theorem 2.8 (Lehmann-Scheff6). Assume that Y is prediction suficient and complete. 
Assume furthermore that there exists some unbiased 9;” -predictor Z of @(XT). Define 
f( Y,) as in Theorem 2.7. Then f( Y,) is uniformly optimal in the class of unbiased 
predictors in the sense that (2.7) above holdsfor all Pandfor all unbiased 57 -predictors 
Z of @(XT). Furthermore f( Yl) is unique 9-a.s. 0 
Definition 2.9. An unbiased predictor V is called an UMSEUP (‘Uniformly 
Minimum Squared Error Unbiased Predictor’) if 
EJ{ V- @(X,))‘l s &d{Z - @(X,)>‘l, (2.8) 
for all unbiased @F-predictors Z of @(XT) and for all P E 9. 
3. Finding a prediction sufficient process 
Given the model (0, F, 9, X) the problem arises how to find a prediction sufficient 
process Y. One more or less obvious method when X is a Markov process is as 
follows. 
(a) Compute the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
Lp = $, restricted to 9;“. 
0 
(This is typically done by applying the Girsanov theorem.) 
(b) Use the factorization theorem (Lehmann [13, p. 551) to obtain a sufficient 
process Y”. 
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(c) In some cases Y” itself will be a prediction sufficient process. Generally 
speaking we cannot hope for this, but for a large class of models Y” will be an 
additive functional on X, so if we define Y by 
Y= 
( > ? 
this Y will satisfy the conditions (a) and (b) of the comment following Definition 
2.5 and thus Y will be prediction sufficient. 
To see how this works let us look at some concrete examples. 
Example 3.1. A Wiener process with unknown drift. This will be one of our standard 
examples in the sequel. Let 0 be the space C[O, co) and let X be the coordinate 
process on 0. The family 9 is given by 9 = {P, 1 a E R} where X under P, satisfies 
dX,=adt+dW,, 
x0-0, 
(3.1) 
where W is a standard Wiener process. The natural base measure is the Wiener 
measure PO, and from Girsanov’s theorem we have 
Lp=e . ax,-&/2 (3.2) 
It follows from the factorization theorem that we can choose X itself as a prediction 
sufficient process. This model is easily seen to be complete. 
Example 3.2. A di$iusion with unknown drift. Let fl be the space CIO, CO) and let X 
be the coordinate process on 0. Define PO as Wiener measure and consider as given 
a function 
such that the Novikov condition 
&[exp{:ni 1: g’(X) ds}] <co (3.3) 
holds for all t > 0 and for all a in R. Now we define P, on 9;” by the formula 
dP, = L; dP,, (3.4) 
where 
f 
LP=exp a 
{I 
g(X) dX, -+a’ j; &G) ds}. (3.5) 
0 
From Girsanov’s theorem it now follows that, given Pa, X will be a (weak) solution 
of the stochastic differential equation 
dX,=ag(X,)dtfdW,, 
x,=0, 
(3.6) 
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and we define P? by 9 ={P=la ER}. We see from (3.5) that a sufficient process is 
given by the 2-dimensional process 
(I 
f 
YY= AX,) dX,, 
0 
IO’ g2(X) ds). 
Y” itself is generally not Markovian, so it is not a prediction sufficient process. 
If, however, we add X as a component we see that a 3-dimensional prediction 
sufficient process is given by 
Y,,, = X,, 
Y2.f = I ; g(X) dX, 
y3.r = g2(X) ds. 
(3.7) 
For g= 1, (3.7) collapses to Example 3.1, and for g(x) =x we have the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck model 
dX,=aX,+dW,, 
x0=0. 
(3.8) 
For this model we can use Ito’s formula on the stochastic integral in (3.7) to see 
that a 2-dimensional prediction sufficient process is given by 
I 
y2.1 = X: ds. 
(3.9) 
Example 3.3. Geometric Brownian motion. Using the same machinery as above we 
consider a model where, given P,, the process X is the weak solution of 
dX,=aX,dt+X,dW,, 
X,-l. 
(3.10) 
The natural base measure is P,, and it is easily seen that for all real a we have 
Lp = (X,)” . exp{$at( 1 - a)}, (3.11) 
so we see that X itself is prediction sufficient. 
This type of process is of particular interest in economic theory, where it is used 
to model randomly varying prices on e.g., the stock-market. We recall the well 
known fact that X is the exponential of a Wiener process with drift a -+. 
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Example 3.4. A Poisson process with unknown (but constant) intensity. This case has 
been studied in detail in [9]. Let f2 be the space of counting process trajectories 
and let N be the coordinate process on R (for mnemotechnic reasons we will use 
N instead of X). Let P, be the measure on (0, 92) under which N is a Poisson 
process with intensity a for a > 0, and define 9 by 8 = {Pa 1 a > O}. All measures Pa 
are equivalent, and the natural base measure is the Poisson measure P,. From 
Girsanov’s theorem we have 
LT = oN, e”-““, (3.12) 
so from the factorization theorem we see that N itself is sufficient. Furthermore, 
since N is a Markov process for all Pa, we see that as a prediction sufficient process 
we can choose N itself. It is easily seen that this model is complete. 
Example 3.5. The Yule model. This model has been studied in [9]. We let 0 and N 
be as in Example 3.4 but we let P, be the measure under which N has the 
B;“-intensity A, = a( N,_+ 1). From Girsanov’s theorem we have 
Ly = exp 
il 
f 
log{a(N,_+l)}dN,- ‘(aiV_+a-1)ds , 
0 I 0 1 
and we see that a prediction sufficient process is given by 
Yr,, = N,, 
(3.13) 
Y2,, = N,t - 
I 
(3.14) 
, 
N, ds. 
0 
The reason for this particular choice of Y instead of the more obvious pair consisting 
of 
Yl,f = N,, 
J 
I 
y2.1 = N, ds, 
0 
(3.15) 
is that Y in (3.14) grows by jumps only, which makes it easier to handle. This model 
is not complete (see Johansson [9]>. 
4. The basic equation 
In this section we will give the basic equation which characterizes the UMSEUP 
(if and when it exists). We will partially solve the equation for the Poisson and 
Wiener models and point at the sometimes strange behaviour of the solutions. The 
deeper reason for this behaviour is explained by the results of Sections 6-7 (see 
Remarks 6.6 and 7.2). From the previous section we see that in all cases of interest 
(to us) the prediction sufficient statistic Y will contain the process X as a component. 
It is therefore natural to extend the problem of predicting Xr to that of predicting 
Y7. To economize notation we therefore make the following assumption. 
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Assumption 4.1. The process X is prediction sufficient. 
Now we turn back to our main poroblem of predicting 0(X,) based on 9;“) 
and because of Assumption 4.1 we need only to look at predictors of the form 
f( t, X,). The following (surprisingly easy) theorem characteizes the optimal J: 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that X is prediction suficient. Consider, for jixed t, T and 0 
the equation 
Ep[f( t, X,) (X7 = x] = Q(x), 9 0 X,‘-a.s. (4.1) 
Then we have the following result. 
(i) If f solves (4.1) then f( t, X,) is an unbiased $7 -predictor of @(XT). 
(ii) Assume that the model is complete, and that there exists some unbiased 
9:-predictor. Then (4.1) has a unique solution f, and f( t, X,) is the 2? 0 XT’-a.s. 
unique UMSEUP for @(XT). 
Remark 4.3. Note that we can write E instead of EP in (4.1) since Assumption 4.1 
implies that the expected value does not depend on P. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof of(i) is trivial so we turn to (ii): Suppose therefore 
that Z is an unbiased 9:-predictor. Now we define f by 
fkx)=E[ZiX=xl, (4.2) 
where the expectation again does not depend on the choice of F? By completeness 
and Theorem 2.8 f(t, X,) will be unique SF-measurable UMSEUP of @(XT). To 
see that f solves (4.1) we note that since f( t, X,) is an unbiased %:-predictor it 
will also be an unbiased 9$-predictor of @(X,) (but of course not an optimal 
one). It follows again from Theorem 2.8 that the expectation 
E[f(t, Xdhl (4.3) 
will be the unique optimal $+-predictor of @(X,). But the optimal 9?-predictor 
of @(X,) is obviously @(X,) itself, so 
E[f(t, X)lXTl = @(XT), p-a.s., (4.4) 
from which (4.1) follows. 0 
The main tasks are now: 
(a) To give conditions on t, T and CD which will ensure the existence of a solution 
to (4.1). 
(b) To actually construct the solution. 
In order to get a feeling for what is going on, let us go back to Examples 3.1 and 
3.4. 
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The Poisson model (Example 3.4). This example is discussed in Johansson [lo] and 
we only give the results. It is easily seen that for the Poisson model the basic equation 
(4.1) reads 
9,(;)(4)“(I-~)“-*~(I,k)=O(n), n=0,1,2,.... (4.5) 
It is shown in [lo] that (4.5) has a unique solution for every t < T and for every 
@. The solution is given by 
Remark 4.4. Though the Poisson process is extremely well behaved in the sense 
that the basic equation can always be solved, it also possesses some alarming features. 
(i) The sum in (4.6) looks like a binomial expectation. Note, however, that 
T/t > 1, so the sum has alternating coefficients thus indicating numerical instability 
with respect to errors in @. 
(ii) For some choices of @ the formula (4.6) will produce a perfectly sensible 
result. If, e.g., Q(n) = n we obtain the estimator 
f(&N,)=N,+(N,Ir)(T-t), (4.7) 
which is what you get if you compute the super-optimal predictor 
&[&tN,l=N+4T-~L (4.8) 
and then plug in the maximum-likelihood estimator 
a*= N,/t. (4.9) 
For more ‘irregular’ choices of @ you may, however, end up with a nonsensical 
estimator. Suppose, e.g., that t = 1, T = 3 and Q(n) = I(n = 0), where I denotes the 
indicator function. We get 
f(l,n)=(-2)“, n=0,1,2 )...) (4.10) 
which is quite ridiculous since, for any n 2 1, if you observe N1 = n then you know 
that with probability one N3 5 n 2 1, so that @(N3) = 0, L!?‘-as. Furthermore we see 
that the predictor (4.10) is highly irregular in the sense that it fluctuates wildly. 
Similar disturbing phenomena will occur for every @ with finite support, and 
problems of this type are in fact unavoidable for the kind of prediction problems 
treated here (see also remark 4.7). A fairly satisfying explanation is given in Remark 
7.2. 
The Wiener model (Example 3.1). In order to write down equation (4.1) in this case 
we have to compute the conditional density q( t, x; T, y) of X, given XT = y, and 
since this distribution does not depend on a (by predictive sufficiency) we may as 
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well consider the simplest case, i.e., a = 0. Then we have the standard Wiener bridge, 
so 
s(t, Y; T x) = K(t, T) exp 
where 
K(rJ)=QJ 
II T-t t T ’ 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
After some rearrangement the basic equation becomes 
I 
+a 
K 
-cc 
f(t, y) exp{ -f e} exp{ -$} dy =exp{ -$-l@(x). (4.13) 
Taking the Fourier transform of (4.13) with kernel (l/G) exp(-ixw) gives us 
& 
I 
:mf(r, Y)CP,(Y) exp{-iwy1 exp{-%T- t)w’I dy 
CC 
1 
I 
+CC 
= z (am@ exp{-iox) dx, _ 
Cx 
where cp,( . ) is the Gaussian density 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Defining H,,S(w) by 
&(w) =exp{t(r-s)~*), (4.16) 
and denoting the Fourier transform by 9 (in order to avoid confusion with the 
various sigma-algebras) (4.14) now reads as 
%{f* cp,) = H. %@. R-1. (4.17) 
We thus have the following result. 
Proposition 4.5. Consider the model (3.2). Suppose that t, T and Q, are such that 
(9 @. cp, E L’(R, dx), 
(ii) &,, . ?I{ @. cpT} E L’(R, dw). 
Then a unique solution of (4.1) exists and is given by 
f(t, x) = cPr(x)-l~-‘wi-,,~ %I@. (PTII(X). q (4.18) 
Given enough integrability we get a slightly neater formula, using * to denote the 
Fourier transform. 
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Corollary 4.6. Suppose that @, & E L’ and that (i)-(ii) of Proposition 4.5 are satisjed. 
Then the unique solution of (4.1) is given by 
f( t, x) = %-1{H-r2,,,r * &,)(x7-/t). (4.19) 
Proof. We have 
&r(W)%{@’ VPTHW1= &,(w)(d * &t)(o) 
=- 21r J :mexp{$[(T- t)w*- T(o-h)2]}&(h) dh.  
(4.20) 
Completing the square for m, the exponent becomes 
-it[ ,-y2++nf~- T], (4.21) 
so, using (4.18) and applying the Fubini theorem when taking the inverse transform, 
we obtain 
f(4 x) =& (R(x))-’ 
+CO 
J 1 xTA -m exp it ]dx) exp{$2[T- T] )dh 
which gives us (4.19). 0 
Remark 4.7. The most disturbing fact about (4.18) and (4.19) is the appearance of 
the factor I3 which is a positive exponential. This has two consequences (c.f. 
Remark 4.4). 
(i) H amplifies high frequencies thus indicating instability of the solution with 
respect to small changes in @. See Remark 7.2. 
(ii) If, e.g., & is to be in L’ then & must be very rapidly decreasing. Thus @ 
itself is not allowed to be too rapidly decreasing. Consider as an example, 
0(x) = exp{-c(fx’)} (c > 0). 
Using Corollary 4.6 it is easy to see that a solution exists if 
(4.22) 
c<t/(T(T-t)). (4.23) 
Thus, for fixed t and T c is not allowed to be to big. For fixed c, on the other hand, 
we see from (4.23) that there always exists an UMSEUP for this @ provided t and 
T are close enough. This reflects the intuitively obvious fact that it is easier to 
predict the near future than it is to make predictions far ahead. 
If we choose @p(x) =x we obtain, as in the Poisson case, the natural predictor 
f(t,X,)=X,+(X,It)(T-t). (4.24) 
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5. Maximal families 
This section is a slight digression into the theory of maximal and extremal families. 
The main point to be made is that if we have managed to solve the basic equation 
(4.1) for a fixed model, then in many cases we have in fact also solved it for a much 
more complicated model. The arguments are sometimes rather informal and the 
reader is referred to Lauritzen [12] for the technical details. 
Let us again consider a fixed model (a, 9, Y’, X) where X is assumed to be 
prediction sufficient. 
Definition 5.1. For any probability measure P on (0, S$) we define P’3x on (0, 9-I;“) 
by 
P’.“(A)=P(A\X,=x), (t,x)~R+x[W~. (5.1) 
We note that, because of predictive sufficiency, there exists a fixed family of 
probability measures Q*,,, indexed by (t, x), such that 
Q,,, = P’3x for every P E 9”, and for all (t, x) E R, x Rk. (5.2) 
We also note that the expectation operator entering the basic equation (4.1) is really 
Qr,x (rather than the original P). Thus: if we have solved (4.1) for a particular 
model, then we have actually solved it for every probability measure P such that 
Q,,, = P’7-x for all (t, x) E I%+ x [Wk. 
We are thus led to the following definition, 
Definition 5.2. The maximal family Ju generated by ?? is the class of all probability 
measures P on (C&S,“) such that 
Qt., = P’,x for all (t, x) E R, X Rk, 
where Q is given by (5.2). 
It is obvious that Ju is a convex set, and we denote its set of extremal points by 
8. Given sufficient regularity it can be shown (Lauritzen [12, p. 196, Proposition 
IV.I.11) that the conclusion of the Krein-Milman theorem holds for Ju, i.e., for each 
P E hl there exists a probability measure ~1 on ‘8 such that 
P= P, du(e). (5.3) 
R 
In other words: every element in .A is a mixture of the extremal elements P,. Let 
us now take a look at some of our examples in Section 3 for this point of view. 
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Example 5.3. The Wiener model. We define the family 9’ as in Example 3.1. In this 
case it can be shown that the extremal family SS is given by 9 itself. The maximal 
family Jll is thus the set of mictures of elements of 9, and in view of (5.3) this 
means that for every P in Ju there exists a probability measure v on the real line, 
such that 
I 
+a3 
P= P, dv(a). (5.4) 
-cc 
In more concrete terms (5.4) says that, under P, the process X satisfies the stochastic 
differential equation 
dX, =2(w) dt+d W,, 
x,=0, 
(5.5) 
where 2 is a stochastic variable with distribution v, which is independent of W. 
Thus the optimal predictor for the model (3.1), derived in Theorem 4.5, is in fact 
optimal for the entire model (5.5). 
It is not a priori evident that the process X defined by (5.5) is a Markovian 
diffusion process with respect to the filtration Sx, but it is fairly easy to show that 
X in fact satisfies 
dX,=p(t,X,)dt+dW,, 
where p is given by 
(5.6) 
JR z exp{zx -$z’t} dv(z) 
cL(t7 x)= JR exp{zx -gz’t} dv(z) 
(5.7) 
By choosing v as a Gaussian distribution we see that, e.g., all models of the type 
(5.6) with ,LL of the form 
XfLl 
Pu(t,x)=- 
t+p’ 
cuE(W, p>o, (5.8) 
are included in the model (5.5). 
Example 5.4. The Poisson model. We define ?? as in Example 3.4. This case is more 
or less parallel to the Wiener model. The extremal family 8 is given by Y itself, 
and a typical member P of the maximal family Al is a mixture of Poisson measures 
P= Pa du(a), (5.9) 
where u is a probability measure on the positive reals. In process terms this means 
that, under P, the counting process N is a Cox process with 9,” v u(Z)-intensity 
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where 2 is a stochastic variable with distribution v (in this case N is commonly 
referred to as a weighted Poisson process). The predictable Sy-intensity is easily 
seen to be given by 
A, = 
jy zN++’ e-” du(z) 
s,” eNI- e-” do(z) ’ 
(5.10) 
(see, e.g., Bremaud [3, p. 173]), and if we choose a r(o-‘, @)-distribution for 2 
we see that the Polya model 
A, = (Y 
l+pN,_ 
1-t cuN,_ ’ 
a>o, p >o, (5.11) 
is included in the maximal family. 
Example 5.5. The Yule model. We consider the Yule model discussed in Example 
3.5. It can be shown (Jensen and Johansson [S]) that the extremal family generated 
by ?7’ is given by 
8 = {Pe,p I Q ’ 0, P > 01, 
where N has the intensity 
(5.12) 
A, = (Y exp(Pt) 
under the measure Pa,p. As noted in Example 3.5 the Yule model is not complete. 
The model generated by the maximal family Ju is, however, complete. 
A study of the basic equation for the model generated by the maximal family is 
given in Johansson [9]. It was seen that, due to irregularities of the conditional 
distributions, an UMSEUP does not generally exist. Even the simple case of predict- 
ing the value of NT does not admit an unbiased predictor. However, the following 
predictorf( t, N,, Y,) was suggested as coming very close to being unbiased (in order 
to have a more readable notation we write (N, Y) instead of the pair ( Yi, Y2) in 
(3.14)). 
f( 4 f&O) = 0, At, 1, xl = @Cl, xl $7 
x 
{ 01 
-I 
f(t,m,x>=h(m,x) +g_ ; , m 22, 
(5.13) 
where 
h(m,x)= C :“r:{(r)(T)‘(1-5)“‘-” 
I @(n, Y) x T(T-tp- ‘-“(“-“)“)g,,($) dy}, (5.14) T-t 
and g, denotes the density of a sum of n independence random variables, each 
having a uniform distribution on the unit interval. 
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The nonexistence of a solution to the basic equation will be discussed from a 
different point of view in Section 8, where the predictor (5.13) will turn up again. 
6. The martingale characterization 
Up to this point we have tried to solve (4.1) for t and T fixed. In this section we 
will keep T fixed while allowing t to vary, and we will study properties of the 
associated process f(t, X,). As before X is a prediction sufficient process for the 
model. 
Definition 6.1. The decreasing family of sigma-algebras 9* is defined by 
Ye:: = a{X,; s 2 t}. (6.1) 
We can now state one of the central results of this paper. 
Theorem 6.2. (I) Suppose that there exists a time S with 0 < S < T, and a function 
f:[S, T]xRk+R, 
such that the process 
M, =f(t, X,) 
has the following properties: 
(6.2) 
(i) M is a reverse (P, ~x)-martingale on [S, T] for all P E 9. 
(ii) MT = @(XT), 9”-as. 
Then, for each t E [S, T], f(t, XI) is an unbiased 9:-predictor of @(XT). 
(II) Suppose that the model is complete and suppose that for some$xed time S < T 
there exists an unbiased %$-predictor. Then: 
(iii) Equation (4.1) has a unique solution for every t E [S, T]. 
(iv) The process M, = f (t, X,), is a reverse (P, 9x)-martingale on [S, T] for all 
PE 9’ with MT = @(XT), 9-a.s. 
Moreover: for each t E [S, T], f(t, X,) is the unique UMSEUP of @(XT). 
Proof. (I) Suppose that M given by (6.2) is a reverse martingale with M7 = @(XT), 
??-a.s. Then we immediately have 
&[@(x~)l= MMTI = J%[MI = EJf(t, X,)1. (6.3) 
Thus f(t, X,) is an unbiased Sf-predictor of @(X,). 
(II) Suppose that 2 is an unbiased Sz-predictor for some fixed S < T. For any 
t with Set< T we define M, by 
Mt=&WiXl. (6.4) 
Then we can write 
M =f(t, X,), (6.5) 
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for some Borel-function f, and it follows from the Lehmann-Schaffe theorem that 
M, is the unique UMSEUP for @(X,) based on 9;“. For any s < t we may now 
more or less repeat the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.2 to obtain 
%[f(~, X,) 1 X,1 =f(t, X>, (6.6) 
and in particular we have 
&Jf(% X,) I XT1 = @(XT), (6.7) 
which shows that f solves equation (4.1) and that M7 = @(XT), 9-a.s. 
Since X is prediction sufficient it is a Markov process in forward time. Thus it 
is also a Markov process in backward time, so from (6.6) we get 
&[f(~, Xs) 1 %;“I = EPMs, XT) kl =f(t, XI, 
which proves that A4 is a reverse martingale. 0 
The problem of finding an unbiased predictor process is thus more or less reduced 
to that of finding a reverse martingale with the correct boundary value, and in a 
Markovian context this is a standard task. As we noted in the proof above X will 
also be a Markov process in backward time and this fact will now be used. 
Definition 6.3. The process 2 defined on [0, T] is given by 
R(w) = X,-,(w), 
and the filtration 4” is defined by 
$~=a{&;O<~7r}. 
For any function f: [0, T] x Rk --, R we define f: [0, T] x lRk + R by 
j(r,x)=f(T-r,x). 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
Generally speaking ?? will be a much more unpleasant object that X. It will 
typically be time-dependent with singular behaviour near r = T. Note however that, 
since X is prediction sufficient, the transition probabilities of _% will be the same 
regardless of which measure P E B we consider. In particular we can give the 
following definition independently of the choice of I? 
Definition 6.4. Let A(r) denote the infinitesimal operator of 2 at time r, and let 
g[A(r)] denote its domain. 
Now we have an immediate corollary of Theorem 6.2. 
Corollary 6.5. Supose that for some d in [0, T] there exists a function 
f:(T-d, T]xlFbR 
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such that 
(i) for each r in [0, d) we have 
f(r, .I E %&r)l, 
(ii) f solves the boundary value problem 
(6.11) 
$(r, xl + [&r)f(r, . )1(x) = 0, on [0, d) x Rk, 
(6.12) 
](O, x) = Q(x). 
Then, for all t in (T-d, T], f(X,) 1s an unbiased 9:-predictor of @(Xr). Zf the 
model is complete the predictor is also the unique UMSEUP. 
Proof. Apply A to 2, use Dynkin’s formula and Theorem 6.2. 0 
Remark 6.6. It is important to notice that the equation (6.12) is the inverse problem 
of an ordinary Kolmogorov-type backward equation (where the natural boundary 
conditions would be given at r = T). In other words: we are trying to invert the 
semigroup generated by 2-a fact which can also be seen directly from equation 
(4.1). 
It is sometimes convenient to write equation (6.12) in forward time t rather than 
reverse time r. We have 
$0, xl = LJ(t)f(t, *H(x), on (T-d, T]xRk, 
(6.13) 
f( r, x) = Q(x), 
where 
A(t)=&T-t). 
Equations (6.13) and (6.12) are both ‘backward’ equations in the sense that the 
action of the operator is on the ‘backward’ variables t and X,, while T is being 
held fixed. There is also a corresponding ‘forward’ equation where the action is on 
s and X, where t is being held fixed and s > t. 
Definition 6.7. Consider a stochastic variable 2 such that 
2 E L’(O, ST, P), for all P E !Y, (6.14) 
for some s> t. 
If there exists a unique 9;’ -measurable UMSEUP of 2 we denote it by 
m-a (6.15) 
Proposition 6.8. Consider t and @ as fixed, assume that the model is complete, and 
suppose that for some T > t, 
(9 @ E %&s)l, s E It, Tl, 
(ii) JI,[@(X,S)] and L’,[{A(s)@}(X,)] exists for all sE[t, T]. 
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Then we have the forward equation 
(6.16) 
ar@(x)l= @(X0. 
Proof. Applying Dynkin’s formula to 2 we have 
i 
r-r 
@(r;l,_,) - @(2,-J = [&)@I(& dr+n;r,_, - I\;lr_-s, 
T--s 
_ 
(6.17) 
where M is a (9, $P^x)-martingale for all PE 9. Going back to forward time in 
(6.17) and taking expectations we have for all PE 9, 
EP[@(X)I = &[@(X,)l- 
I 
,s J%[{~(~)@HX,)I du. 
Now consider the stochastic variable Z,,, given by 
(6.18) 
Z,,, = @(X,) - 
I 
’ Tr,H&4@KC)l du. (6.19) 
, 
and observe that Z,,, is ST-measurable. Taking expectations in (6.19) and using 
(6.18) we have 
Ep[Z,,,] = Ep[@(XS)], for all P E 9, (6.20) 
so Z,,, is an ST-predictor of @(X3). Since the model is complete Z,,, is the unique 
UMSEUP of @(X,), i.e., 
Z,,, = rr,[@(Xs>l. (6.21) 
Combining (6.19) and (6.21) gives us (6.16). q 
In a suggestive but somewhat careless notation we can denote optimal predictors 
by * and write (6.16) as 
The intuitive content of Proposition 6.8 can then be expressed by saying that 
prediction of the future of the process X is, in a sense, equivalent to the prediction 
of the future (in forward time) infinitesimal characteristics of the reversed process. 
If, in particular, X is a diffusion then the reversed process will also be a diffusion 
(under rather mild conditions, see Section 7 below), and if we take Q(x) =x we 
see that the right-hand side of (6.22) will be a prediction of the future values of the 
drift coefficient of the reversed process. 
(6.22) 
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7. Reversed diffusions 
If the prediction sufficient process X is a diffusion process which, under the measure 
P satisfies the stochastic differential equation 
dX,=~p(t,X,)dt+a,(t,X,)dW,, 
x0=x0. 
(7.1) 
Then, under some fairly mild conditions (see Haussmann and Pardoux [6]), the 
reversed process 2 will also be a diffusion process of the form 
d~~==(r,~,)dr+~(r,~,) deF, 
20 = xr, 
(7.2) 
where I@ is a Wiener process in reverse time. We note again that, because of 
predictive sufficiency, the infinitesimal characteristics of the reversed process are 
the same for all P E SF’. 
In this case the equation (6.12) is a boundary value problem for a partial differential 
equation: 
a’? $+;: l;$+l i Gij--= 
dXj 2 i,j=l ’ dXj 8Xj 
0, 
i=l (7.3) 
P(O, x) = @(x)9 
where 
‘yLj =c Gi,“aj,m. 
n 
The nature of (7.3) is perhaps seen more clearly if we write it in forward time. 
Definition 7.1. Given (7.1), the function fi, 5, ~5 are defined by 
l-2(r,x)=IrZ(T-r,x), 
a(t,X)=C?(T-t,x), 
CY(t,x)=G(-(T-t,x). 
(7.4) 
In this notation (7.3) becomes 
which is an inverse parabolic boundary value problem. 
(7.5) 
Remark 7.2. The strange behaviour of the optimal predictors (c.f. Remarks 4.4 and 
4.7) is perhaps best understood by considering equation (7.5) above in the particular 
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case when X is a scalar process. Then we see that in (7.5) we are trying to solve (a 
version of) the heat equation backwards in time. Now, solving the heat equation 
in forward time has of course an extremely regularizing effect on boundary data 
(they will immediately be reproduced as entire analytic functions). Thus the process 
of solving the heat equation backwards will have a highly ‘irregularizing’ effect, and 
among other things be characterized by the following. 
(i) A necessary condition for the existence of a solution is that the boundary 
data @ is extremely regular (at least analytic). 
(ii) The solution will be more irregular the further we get from the final time T. 
(iii) The mapping from boundary data to f( t, . ) for a fixed t will not be continuous 
in, e.g., supremum norm. In fact, the problem (7.5) is a typical extreme of an ‘ill 
posed’ problem. 
Despite the problems discussed above we may, however, obtain a stochastic 
representation formula for the solution of (7.5) (when such a solution exists). First 
let us define A by 
(7.6) 
Theorem 7.3. Suppose that: 
(i) The boundary function @ can be extended to an entire analytic function on Ck. 
(ii) There exists a time d < T such that equation (7.5) has a solution f(t, x) on 
(d, T]xRk which, for all t in (d, T], can be extended to an entire analytic function on 
Ck such that 
Ep[(f( t, Xt)('] Cm, for all P E ??J. (7.7) 
(iii) for all t in (d, T] the functions a( t, .) and TV (t, +) can be extended to entire 
analytic functions on C k. 
(iv) For each fixed (t, x) in (d, T]xRk the complex-valued stochastic dzjferential 
equation 
dY,=-_CL(s, Y,)ds+iti(s, Y,)dW,, 
Y, = x, 
has a solution on (d, T] satisfying the condition 
E 1.x 
[I 
: II(VJ)(s, K)e(s, Wlt’ds] <a’, 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
Then f has the stochastic representation 
f(t, x) = J%,[@(YT)I, (7.10) 
where E,,, is the expectation operator induced by the condition Y, = x. 
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Proof. Apply the Ito formula to f(s, Y,). 0 
Remark 7.4. We note that if P were known to us then the optimal SF-predictor of 
@(X,) would obviously be g(t, X,), where 
g(r, x)= ~P,,J@(XT)I. (7.11) 
Here J%,~,~ is the expectation operator induced by the initial condition X, =x in 
(7.1). The problem with (7.11) is, of course, that in order to use the formula we 
have to know P, and the moral of Theorem 7.3 is that the optimal adaptive predictor 
also has the structure (7.11). The price we have to pay for not knowing P is the 
introduction of time-reversal and the complex-valued process Y. 
Since the problem (7.5) is ill-posed, even small variations in @ (in, e.g., the 
supremum norm on Rk) may give rise to extremely large fluctuations in the solution 
J: It is clear from (7.10), however, that the mapping from @ to f is continuous in 
the topology of uniform convergence on compacts on Ck. 
Example 7.5. The Wiener model. Let us consider Example 3.1 from the point of view 
of reversed martingales. The model is given by (3.1), and, since the representation 
(7.2) in reverse time does not depend on the choice of P, we may as well consider 
the simplest case a = 0, i.e., we want to reverse the process 
dX, = d W,, 
x0=0. 
(7.12) 
It follows easily from [6] that 
dgr = - xr -ddr+d+~, 
T-r 
in other words 
a(t, x)= 1. 
The boundary value problem (7.5) now becomes 
!!Lff+_xaf_L.a’f=, 
dt t ax 2 ax2 ’ 
f( T x> = e>. 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
Thus we are basically inverting the heat equation. 
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The complex valued stochastic 
dY, =y’ds+i dIV,, 
s 
Y, = x. 
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differential equation (7.8) becomes 
(7.16) 
and this equation can easily be solved as 
YT =_Tx+i 
I 
=T 
-d W,. (7.17) 
i s 
The stochastic integral in (7.17) is Gaussian with zero mean and variance D*( t, T) 
where 
D’(r, T)=(T-t)T/t, (7.18) 
so the stochastic representation formula for the solution of (7.15) is 
.I-(4 x) =& _-m ___ Ia @(sx+iy) exp{ -s} dy. (7.19) 
From Theorem 7.3 we know that if (7.15) has a solution then the solution is given 
by (7.19). Now we turn the argument around and use the formal expression (7.19) 
to dejneL which then can be seen to solve (7.15). Proceeding this way we may give 
a rather complete characterization of the optimal predictors for the Wiener model. 
First, however, we define a fairly wide class of functions within which we will search 
for solutions to (7.15). 
Definition 7.6. A function 
f:[d, T]xR+R 
is said to belong to the class E[d, T] if for all t in [d, T] we have 
f(t, x) c A exp{x*/(2c*)), 
where A, c may depend on t and we demand that 
c2( t) > t. 
(7.20) 
(7.21) 
Thus f~ E[d, T] will imply that for all t in [d, T], f( t, X,) is integrable. 
Now we can give the central theorem for the Wiener model. 
Theorem 7.7. Equation (7.15) has a solution dejined on (d, T] XR with f~ [d, T] if 
and only if Q, satisjies the following conditions: 
(i) CD is an entire analytic function on C, 
(ii) j@(x+iy)[ S B exp{ $} exp{ $1, 
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where B is an arbitrary constant and LY, p satisJies 
(iii) cy2> T, 
p2a T(5-d). 
Furthermore, the solution is given by the formula (7.19). 
Proof. Suppose first that f E E[d, T] in fact solves (7.15) on (d, T] and that f is 
continuous on [d, T]. Then, using f(d, . ) as boundary condition for t = d, we can 
easily solve the PDE in (7.15). In particular for t = T we obtain 
O(X) = 
I 
m 
I 
1 
f(d,y)exp -Y(Y-b)* 
-a3 2b I 
dY, (7.22) 
where 
b2=d(T-d)/T, k=d/T. (7.23) 
From (7.22) and the fact that f E E[d, T] it follows immediately that @ can be 
extended to an entire analytic function and an easy calculation shows that (ii)-(iii) 
are satisfied with equality holding in (iii). 
Suppose on the other hand that Q, satisfies (i)-(ii) for some constants (Y and /?. 
Then we may define f on (d, T] by (7.19), where d is given by 
d = T2/( T+p’). (7.24) 
It now follows from (ii) that we may change the path of integration in (7.19) to obtain 
(7.25) 
Again using (ii) we see that we are permitted to differentiate under the integral sign, 
and it is easy to check that f actually solves (7.15). It is also obvious from (7.19) 
that we have the correct boundary values f( r x) = O(x). 0 
Let us for illustrative purposes compute the optimal predictor for the Wiener 
model in the particular case when O(x) = xn. From (7.19) we see that 
f(t,x)=j,(~).ik.(+)“Vkxn-k*E[Zk], (7.26) 
where Z is normally distributed with zero mean and variance D2. It is easily seen 
that, because Cp is real-valued, the imaginary parts in (7.26) must cancel. Using 
standard properties of the normal distribution we thus have 
f(t, x) =*zn (2;)(-l)k(f)n-k(T-t)kmkxn-‘k, (7.27) 
where 
mk= i (2r-1). 
r=, 
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Example 7.8. Geometric Brownian motion. 
For the model (3.10) we note that 
X, = exp[(a -f)t + W,], (7.28) 
so we see that the task of predicting @(XT) for the geometric Brownian model 
(3.10) is equivalent to that of predicting QO( YT) for the Wiener model (3.1), where 
CD,&) = @[exp(y)] and Y, = log X,. We may thus apply Theorem 7.7 to the function 
Q0 and we have the following result. 
Proposition 7.9. Consider the geometric Brownian motion model and a given @. Suppose 
furthermore that Q0 satisjies the conditions of Theorem 7.7 where Q0 is defined as 
above. Then an optimal predictor f exists and is given by 
f(t, X) = d--$ _“, @(xr” e”) exp (7.29) 
Proof. From the argument above it is obvious that f (t, x) = fo( t, log x), where f. is 
the optimal predictor for Q0 (in a Wiener model). Theorem 7.7 does the rest. 0 
To exemplify we see from (7.29) that for the choice @(x)=x we obtain the 
predictor 
f(t, x) = xr’lt exp(+D( t, YQ2). (7.30) 
8. Reversed point processes 
In this section we look at some point process examples from the point of view of 
reverse martingales. In particular we show why the predictor (5.13) turns up in 
connection with the maximal family generated by the Yule model. 
Example 8.1. The Poisson model. With N as in Example 3.4 we set 
fir=NT_r=NCTpr)p, O<rsT. 
For any P in the Poisson model (or in fact any P in the maximal family, see Example 
5.4) the infinitesimal operator A of k is given by 
[&r)?(r, .1(m) = Ur, mH.05 m - 1) -A6 m)), (8.1) 
where 
i(r,m)=m/(T-r), OsrsTI 
It is now an easy exercise to check that the predictor f(t, n) in (4.5) satisfies (6.12). 
Example 8.2. The Yule model. We consider the Yule model of Example 3.5 and the 
corresponding maximal family discussed in Example 5.5. 
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As mentioned in Example 5.5 no solution to the basic equation exists for most 
interesting choices of the function CD. The viewpoint taken in this section hopefully 
gives more insight into what goes wrong. Let 
& = NT-,, ?, = Y;-r, OGrST 
With (N, Y) as in Example 5.5. It can be shown (Johansson [9]) that, for each P 
in the maximal family, the process 
r 
fir-t 
I 
x(u, fiU, p,,) du+I{r> T-Q-}, O<rs T, (8.2) 
0 
is an @N.Y)-martingale, where 
x(r m x)=gm-l(x/(T-r)-l) m .- , 9 
&(Xl(T-r)) T-r’ (8.3) 
r=inf{taO; N,=l}, 
and g, is as in Example 5.5. The indicator function appearing in (8.2) has to do 
with the fact that the last jump of fi (which is the first jump of N) is deterministically 
determined by the value of 9 (which is the integral of N). Now, when looking for 
a function f which will make the process f(t, N,, Y,) a reverse martingale, it is 
natural to apply the change of variable formula to F =j 
If we do this formally without bothering about technical details we obtain 
F(r, sr, pr) = F(0, fro, PO) 
_ 
I 
[F(u, &‘,-I, pi-T+u)-F(u, fi;, ?;)I 
(OJI 
+ 
xii(u, ku, ?J du. 1 (8.4) 
If we simply disregard the indicator process in (8.2), which is a minor nuisance, it 
is natural to look for solutions to the equation 
$F(u,m,x)+[F(u,m-1,x-T+u)-F(u,m,x)]X(u,m,x)=O, 
(8.5) 
F(O, m, xl = @Cm, xl, 
and it can be shown that F(r, m, x) =f( T - r, m, x) with f as in (5.13) satisfies (8.5). 
The predictor (5.13) is thus somewhat carelessly derived, but in fact it comes very 
close to being unbiased. For more of the (rather forbidding) difficulties which 
surround the basic equation for this model see [9]. 
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For the concrete choices @(n, y) = n and @(n, y) = y the predictor (5.13) reduces 
to 
I 
7 
f(r, N,, yf)= N,+ i&, N,, yt) du, (8.6) 
I 
and 
T 
f(t,N, yt)=N,+ &A~, N,, X) du, (8.7) 
t 
respectively, where 
i (t m X)=gm-lw-w) .z* 
u, 2 
t%n(X/f) t 
(8.8) 
9. Prediction errors and information inequalities 
We now go back to the setting of Section 6 and study the mean square error 
C(t, T, 0, P) = EJ{f(t, X,) - WG))‘l. (9.1) 
From an abstract point of view it is easy enough to obtain an expression for C. Let 
A4 be defined as in (6.2) and define k by 
n;i, = MT_ =f( T- Y, XT-,). (9.2) 
Suppose now that f is an UMSEUP for @(XT). Then, by Theorem 6.2, G is a 
reverse martingale, so if we denote its quadratic variation process by (A?) we have 
the following result. 
Proposition 9.1. Suppose that f is an UMSEUP Then, suppressing T and CD: 
C(t, P) = E14Vkr -(fi>,l. (9.3) 
If2 is a diflusion of the form (7.2) then 
C(t, P) = 
I 
T 
JG[llVJ-(s, x,)a(s, WII’I ds, 
I 
where a is given by (7.4). 
(9.4) 
Proof. If _% is a diffusion and f is an UMSEUP then, by Theorem 6.2 and ItS’s 
formula 
_ * I I _ 
dM, = (VJ)(s, X,)a(s, X,) d w,, (9.5) 
which gives us (9.4). q 
Even in a simple concrete case it may be very hard to compute f so the need 
arises for a simpler estimate for C. In this section we will therefore derive some 
information inequalities of Cramer-Rao type. The present discussion will be some- 
what informal, but in Sections lo-11 we will give precise results. First we recall 
Definition 5.1 which we state again for easier reference. 
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Definition 9.2. Consider T as fixed. For any y in IWk we define the probability measure 
PKy on (0, S$> 
by 
PKy(A) = P(AjX, =y). 
We define expectation operators E KY analogously. 
By predictive sufficiency this definition is independent of the choice of P, and 
since T is fixed we often suppress it in the sequel. 
The basic equation (4.1) now reads 
Ey[f( t, X,)] = Q(y), Lj? 0 X-‘-a.s. (9.6) 
so we see that f is an optimal predictor if and only if it is an unbiased parameter 
estimate of O(y), where y acts as the parameter. Consequently we may now apply 
standard Cram&-Rao reasoning to (9.6). 
Let us therefore denote the restriction of P” to SF by P?‘, and let us assume 
that 
PTsY Q I in 3 
for some base measure m. 
(9.7) 
Defining a family of Radon-Nikodym derivatives by 
L~Y=!!!T 
dm ’ 
(9.8) 
and assuming enough regularity we have the following standard Cram&-Rao 
inequality (see Lehmann [13] for details). 
EyHf(~, X, - @(xT))2l av@(Y)*l(t, Y)-‘v@(Y), (9.9) 
where the gradient is regarded as a column vector, * denotes transpose and the 
information matrix Z(t, y) is given by 
Zi,j(t Y) = E Ty[(~~ogL:‘.)(-$ogL:y)]=-E’:I[--&logL:i]. 
(9.10) 
Integrating over y we now obtain our main Cram&-Rao inequality. 
&[{f(f, X,) - @(XT))‘]~ &P@(XT) * Z(t, xT)-‘v@(xT>l. 
In the scalar case k = 1 we can write (9.11) as 
(9.11) 
(9.12) 
(9.13) 
where 
Z(t, Y> = E q{: logL:.}*]. 
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The next two sections are devoted to the explicit calculation of I( t, y) and the 
right-hand side of (9.11) for some concrete classes of models. 
10. Cram&r-Rao inequalities for diffusion models 
For the moment we forget about the family of probability measures P, and just 
consider a k-dimensional diffusion process defined on a fixed probability space 
dX,=~(t,X,)dr+~(f,Xl)dW,, 
x0=x,. 
(10.1) 
We assume that X has a smooth strictly positive transition density function 
q(t,x; s,y) for t<s<T, where T is fixed. 
Definition 10.1. For each y in Rk we define the process b( t, X,, y) by 
b(t, X,, Y) = u*(t, K)Vx log s(c Xt; T Y), (10.2) 
where * denotes transpose and the gradient is regarded as a column vector. We will 
often suppress y. We also define the matrix processes (Y and H by 
a(r) = a(6 X,)o*(t, X,), (10.3) 
Ht,j(C Y) = a2 -1ogd4X; KY). 
dxi ay, 
(10.4) 
Definition 10.2, We say that X is CR-regular if, for all y, the following conditions 
hold for all t < T. 
(9 E [I ’ Ills, X, ykll* ds <a, 0 1 
I 2 
(ii) E [I II a2 --b(s,X,y) o dYi dYj II I ds <a, 
a* r 
(iii) ___ 
aYi aYj I 
bhXs,y)dK= “b(~,X,y)dW,, 
0 I 
I 
o aYi aYj 
(iv> ~~~fIIb(~,X~,y)I12d~=2~‘b:(~,X~,y)h,(*X,y)d~ 
1 I 0 
I 
f 
+2 b&(s, Xs, y)b(s, Xs, Y) ds, 
0 
where the subscripts i,j denote partial derivatives with respect to y. 
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We now have the following basic result. 
Proposition 10.3. Suppose 
CR-regular. Then we have 
matrix I(t, y) is given by 
I(t, y) = EKy 
that f is such that (9.6) holds and suppose that X is 
the Cramer- Rao inequality (9.9), where the information 
H*(s, y)a(s)H(s, y) ds . 1 (10.5) 
Proof. When we consider X under the measure PKy we are ‘pinning’ X at X, = y. 
Thus we have a reciprocal process as developed in Jamison [7], and it follows from 
CR-regularity and Jamisons results that, under PKy, X will satisfy the following 
stochastic differential equation for 0~ t < T 
dX,={~L(t,X,)+a(t,X,)b(t,X,)}dt+a(t,X,)dV,, 
x0=x0, 
(10.6) 
where V is a PT,‘-Wiener process given by 
dV,=dW,-b(t,X,)dt. (10.7) 
In other words we have PTy < P on S;” for t < T, and the Girsanov Theorem gives 
us 
I 
f 
log LT,y = b*(s, X,) d W, -5 
I 
’ b*(s, X,)b(s, X,) ds. (10.8) 
0 0 
Using the regularity assumptions to differentiate (10.8) we easily obtain 
a2 -_ogL:Y=ldb~jdW~-I:br4ds_j:b2hds. 
aYi aYj 
We substitute (10.7) into the stochastic integral in (10.9), which gives us 
a2 
-logL:Y=~O’b~jdV-~O’b:bjds. 
JYi aYj 
(10.9) 
(10.10) 
Now we take ET,y-expectations in (10.10) and use the fact that V is a PKY-Wiener 
process. This, together with (9.10), gives us 
I(t, y)i,j = Ezy b?(s, X)bj(s, X) ds 1 9 (10.11) 
which gives us (10.5). q 
Now we can go back to the prediction setting of Section 4, i.e., we consider a 
model (0, 3, 9, X) where X is supposed to be prediction sufficient. 
Theorem 10.4. Suppose that f(t, X,) is an unbiased estimator of @(XT) in the sense 
that f solves the basic equation (4.1). Suppose furthermore that X is CR-regular for 
every Pin p’. Then, for every P in Y, we have the Cramer- Rao inequality (9.11) where 
the information matrix I(t, y) is given by (10.5). 
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Proof. The result follows immediately from Proposition 10.3 and the fact that, by 
predictive sufficiency, every P in Y will generate the same PTy. Ki 
We note that if X is CR-regular for every P in the maximal family A, then (9.11) 
will in fact hold for all P in A. 
Corollary 10.5. For the Wiener model (3.1) we have, for any unbiased ST-predictor Z: 
Er[{Z - @(XT)}‘] 2 T(;- t) W{@‘(XT)121, (10.12) 
for all P in A. 
Proof. When we compute q we may as well (because of prediction sufficiency) set 
a = 0. Then we have 
4(%x; TY)=J2T(T_s) ’ exp( -$$}, 
so from (10.5) we have 
(10.13) 
(10.14) 
We note that the inequality is sharp in the sense that equality holds when Q(y) = y, 
and 2 is the predictor (4.24). 
11. An information inequality for the Poisson model 
For the Poisson model (Example 3.4) we cannot use the inequality (9.11) since, in 
this case, the parameter y will be integer valued. We will instead use the following 
result, which will be referred to as the HCR-inequality (Hammersley-chapman- 
Robbins, see Lehmann [13]). 
Proposition 11.1. Let (0, 9) be a measurable space and let {P”: n =O, 1,2,. . . } be 
a family of probability measures on (0, S) such that 
P-1 < p” > (11.1) 
on (a, 9) for all n 3 1. 
Denote the corresponding expectation operators by E”, and suppose that Z is an 
S-measurable random variable such that 
E”[Z*]<oo, nal, (11.2) 
and satisfying 
E”[Z] = 0(n), n 3 1. (11.3) 
for some real valued function @. 
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Then we have 
where 
L” = dp”-’ 
dP” . 
(11.4) 
(11.5) 
Proof. By the Schwartz inequality 
(E”[{Z-@(n)}{L”-1}])2~E”[{Z-@(n)}2]~E”[{L2-1}2]. 
Furthermore, for n 2 1 we have 
E”[{Z- @(n)}{L” - l}] 
= E”[{Z - @(n)}L”] 
(11.6) 
=E”[{Z-@(n-l)}L”]+E”[{@(n-l)-@(n)}L”] 
=E”-‘[Z-@(n-l)]+{@(n-l)-@(n)}E”[L”] 
=C?(n--l)-@(n). 
Which, with (11.6), yields the result. Cl 
Now we consider the Poisson model of Example 3.4. We define P?” on S;” (for 
tc T) by 
P:“(z)=PJZjN,=N), mao, (11.7) 
where the definition does not depend on the choice of the parameter a. It is now 
easily seen that 
P:” < P, on S,“, 
for all n 2 0, and that 
dp: PYAN,; n) on 9N -= 
dP, fc,AO; n) 
f 3 
where 
p$(m; n) = P,(N, = n 1 N, = m). 
Furthermore P:-’ < P: on S”,” for t < T, so we have 
r,, dPf.“-’ dP’“-‘/dP, n-N, T 
J%’ =p= 
dP:” 
=-.- 
dP:“/dP, n T-t’ 
(11.8) 
(11.9) 
Proposition 11.2. Fix t, T and CD with t < T Suppose that Z is any unbiased 
97-predictor of @(NT), i.e., Z solves 
E:“[Z]=@(n), na0. (11.10) 
Then we have, for all a > 0: 
E,[{Z - @CNT)I~I +tE,[N,{@‘(N,)-@(N,-1)}2]. (11.11) 
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Proof. It is easily seen that, under P’“, N, has a Bin( n, t/ T)-distribution, so using 
(11.9) we have 
Using the HCR-inequality (11.4) we thus have 
E “‘[{Z - O( NT)}*] Pi{@-@(n-l)]‘, (11.12) 
and taking expectations in (9.12) we obtain (9.11). 0 
We remark that the result is sharp in the sense that equality holds when O(n) = n, 
and Z is the predictor (4.7). 
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